
Nothing beats experience and PPG 
Fabrications has plenty. With decades of 
experience in designing and building alloy 
tipper bodies, we are the UK’s premier 
insulated tipper manufacturer with products 
recognised for operational efficiency, 
numerous safety features and quality.  

Always flexible in approach, PPG expertise 
means that products are built to precisely 
meet your exacting requirements while 
maximising your revenue with class leading 
payloads.  Smoothline is the premier body for 
asphalt work.

SMOOTHLINE

REPUTATION BUILT ON QUALITY
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The PPG Smoothline insulated tipper body is designed to be durable, safe and productive.

Compliance
All PPG products comply 
with truck manufacturer’s 
body fitting requirements 
and come with unique 
serial number for future 
reference and traceability.

With the safety of those around the vehicle always 
in mind, Smoothline has numerous features 
designed-in to protect your workers, those around 
them and the public. Payload and your earning 

capacity is never far from our mind so with 
Smoothline, you get the best of all worlds, durable, 
long lasting bodies with class leading safety, 
earnings and uptime.

IT’S THE ATTENTION TO DETAIL THAT MATTERS.

All bodies are hand-built 
and can be tailor-made 
and built to operators 
specific needs and 
requirements.

Customisation

Best in class heat 
retention from fibre filled 
walls, sides, door and 
floor with dual skinned 
hatches meaning slower 
asphalt cooling cycles.

Insulation
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Unique air door safety 
system preventing 
unintentional opening of 
bottom door and injury 
to operatives.  Over 
centre locks prevent 
opening on air loss.

Rear Door

Access ladders and 
walkways designed to aid 
‘three points of contact’ 
at all times. Internal steps 
are self-draining to avoid 
dangerous build-up of 
materials.

Safe Access

Developed and tested in 
conjunction with a national 
aggregate / roadstone 
supplier featuring outside 
fitting and level operated 
insulated hatches.  Door 
has detachable safety 
screw clamps and bottom 
door security pins.

Tar Hatches

To prevent corrosion, 
where possible all door 
furniture is galvanised or 
made from stainless steel.  
Hinges and bars are fitted 
with grease nipples to 
extend operational life.

Durability

Attention to detail 
gives a body design 
and installation that is 
lighter than other similar 
products generating as 
much as £2,000 additional 
revenue per year on 
asphalt operations.

Payload


